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The adoption of Al in the sphere of national 
security has its own challenges, spanning the 
ethical and regulatory realms. Advances in 
Artificial Intelligence will progressively 
multiply the threats, challenges, and 
opportunities from the national security 
perspective. India is also taking steps in the 
field of military Al to be better prepared to face 
the future battlefield. National Security 
Challenges remain dynamic in nature and 
technology is now at the forefront to combat 
the evolving changes. The CISF sets very high 
standards for itself ; both in terms of the 
professional calibre of its personnel, as well as, 
adopting cutting edge technology to enhance 
security. The CISF is well equipped to 
successfully respond to any security threat 
including terrorism. The hallmark of the force is 
to continuously evolve and reinvent itself to 
keep in tune with the changing security 
environment in the country. I, congratulate the 
Authors for having brought out a timely report 
on a pressing topic which needs concerted 
effort amongst stakeholders. 

Foreword   

Sheel Vardhan Singh, IPS 
Director General CISF
 



Technological innovation is not new. Over the 
past decade, however, a powerful wave of 
innovation based on digital platforms and apps 
has arisen and become synonymous with the 
tech industry. Deep-tech companies have a 
strong research base. They create value by 
developing new solutions, not only by 
disrupting business models. Because they are 
advancing the technological frontier, they face 
unique challenges. 

It has always been the endeavour of the BSF to 
modernise itself and use deep technologies to 
advance its mandate and secure the 
sovereignty and integrity of the country. 

This report by Anagh Singh and Ankita Sharma 
is a timely reminder to look at the Deep Tech 
base of our country and secure it with timely 
interventions. I congratulate them on this 
intellectual piece. 

Foreword   

Pankaj Kumar Singh, IPS
Director General, BSF 



For India to deliver on its mission-oriented 
commitments, new technologies, which are or 
will be developed, need to become products 
and then be scaled. A significant, early-stage 
pipeline of high-quality projects, even larger 
than today, led by entrepreneurial scientists 
and engineers is necessary to deliver sufficient 
solutions. NDRF has been at the forefront of up 
taking new technologies and exploring Deep 
Tech to assist with its operations in the realm of 
Disaster Response . Our Work with the AGNIi 
Mission under the PMSTIAC housed at Invest 
India is a testimony to this . The strength of 
NDRF is small compared to the expanse of 
India and the profile and frequencies of 
disasters that we face. Technology remains a 
critical element to supplement our operations .

I congratulate Anagh on his report on Deep 
Tech and National Security and look forward to 
many more .

Foreword   

Atul Karwal, IPS  
Director General, NDRF 



Foreword   

Nitin A. Gokhale
National Security Analyst. 
Author. Consultant

Assuming that technological rather than 
numerological superiority will be more 
important in winning future wars, it is important 
for India to be ahead of the curve in incubating, 
creating and sustaining an eco-system in the 
deep-tech space. The 21st century will be 
dominated by nations that are able to catch the 

intelligence, clean tech and quantum 
computing, amongst other emerging 
discoveries, collective named deep tech.

No doubt the possibilities in this sector are 
immense but the trick is to identify and 
prioritise technologies that India needs to 
strengthen national security. In researching and 
writing this paper, two young professionals, 
Anagh Singh and Ankita Sharma have provided 
a good start point for decision makers to 
prioritise projects and support innovation and 

certainly serve as a data base for technology 

supported by Invest India rightly recommends 

multiple options to those who are interested. I 
wish the authors good luck.



Foreword   

Bhanu Bhaskar
IPS ADG Pryagraj Zone,
UP Police 

Traditionally, national security requirements pushed for the 
advancement of AI. These security needs were spurred in 
part by surveillance requirements, in particular 
codebreaking, and somewhat by weapons advancement, 
speci�cally nuclear test simulation. While the deployment of 
some machine intelligence has been used for decades for the 
purpose of national security, the modern �ery growth in 
machine capability is expected to renovate national and 
international security, accordingly raising critical legal issues.

Deep tech ventures which use AI extensively have steadily 
gained stature as key stones our future economic and 
national security success. this sector nevertheless faces sti� 
challenges. deep tech projects typically require lengthy R&D 
cycles and large capital investment before they break into 
use. they are characterised by a high level of uncertainty and 
technical risk. when successful, however, they often create 
broad market acceptance and dual use applications.

For national security, much attention has been paid to AI 
enabled weapons an intelligent surveillance reconnaissance 
(ISR) systems. These comprise a natural growth area for deep 
tech innovations, and cover tactical platforms to major air, 
naval, surface and space armaments and technologies. 
internal security aspects in India are undergoing a rapid shift 
where many interventions for pre-mission and post event 
analysis are driven by Deep tech.

AI that involves advanced image analysis, language and a 
text-independent speaker identi�cation engine, facial 
recognition and text processing and entity recognition is 
being used by the law enforcement agencies to identify all 
types of terrorist and criminals. In India, AI has been used to 
digitise more than 90,000 criminal records and have helped 
solve over 100 criminal cases.

The facial recognition technology (FRT) has also immensely 
helped the LEAs. With the use of FRT one can identify a 
particular person with accounts for variables such as facial 
changes, age-gender handling and facial occlusion. The 
algorithms can conduct a deep-facial analysis within a 
millisecond with almost 95% accuracy. Another use of AI is 
real time surveillance of people.

This timely report by Anagh and his colleague provides a 
great insight into the changing paradigm. I congratulate 
them on this deeply enriching work.

“Conjecture that every aspect of 
learning or any other feature of 
intelligence can in principle be so 
precisely described that a machine 
can be made to simulate it”

This report is an attempt to 
understand the implications of 
arti�cial intelligence (AI) for 
national security and the role of 
law enforcement agencies. AI 
intersects with many tests to the 
national security resulting from 
cyberspace, deep tech but 
correspondingly generates new 
menaces, plus the conceivable 
imminent advent of a 
superintelligence, the growth of 
autonomous weapons, the 
augmentation of prevailing 
military competences, and threats 
to diplomatic relationships and 
�scal solidity. Most of these 
threats, however, can be 
incorporated under existing 
prescriptive structures.
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“A ‘Deep’ Technology was impossible yesterday, is barely feasible today, and will quickly become 
so pervasive and impactful that it is difficult to remember life without. Deep Tech solutions are 
reimaginations of fundamental capabilities that are faithful to real and significant problems or 
opportunities, rather than to one discipline” (Siegel & Krishnan, 2020).  

 DeepTech or deep technology is a term used to refer to the class of technologies that are based on 
scientific and engineering breakthroughs and have the potential to be commercialised, including 
disruptive technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning, 3D Printing, Advanced 
Materials, Internet of Things (IoT), Blockchain and Augmented & Virtual Reality (IFC, 2021). Their 
business models are based on high-tech innovation using multiple recent technological advances, aimed 
at finding solutions to pressing ,  complex societal and environmental challenges. If these solutions are 
successful, they tend to create platform technologies that can disrupt and revolutionise processes 
across existing industries and create their own markets, possessing possible applicability in a number of 
sectors. 
 
The term “deep tech” is best described as “technology that is based on tangible engineering innovation or 
scientific advances and discoveries”. Its fundamental focus is to pioneer new solutions that solve 
society’s biggest issues; including chronic disease, climate change, clean energy , security challenges 
and food production. Deep Tech companies often possess fundamental and defensible engineering 
innovations that distinguish them from those companies that are focused on the incremental refinement 
or delivery of standardised technologies or only use business model innovation to create opportunities.  
Deep Tech can span across many technological areas and can impact diverse applications. On the 
technological front, these can include processing and computing architecture innovations, advances in 
semiconductors and electronic systems, power electronics, vision and speech algorithms and 
techniques, artificial intelligence and machine learning, haptics and more. Deep Tech has more 
Technological risks than market risks.  

What is Deep Tech? 

Deep Tech 
Domains

Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine 
Learning 

Clean Tech

Biotech / Nanotech 

Advanced Materials 

Drones and
Robotics 

Photonics and 
Electronics 

Advanced 
Manufacturing 

Quantum
Computing 

Space Tech 
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Traditionally, national security requirements pushed for the 
advancement of AI. These security needs were spurred in 
part by surveillance requirements, in particular 
codebreaking, and somewhat by weapons advancement, 
speci�cally nuclear test simulation. While the deployment of 
some machine intelligence has been used for decades for the 
purpose of national security, the modern �ery growth in 
machine capability is expected to renovate national and 
international security, accordingly raising critical legal issues.

Deep tech ventures which use AI extensively have steadily 
gained stature as key stones our future economic and 
national security success. this sector nevertheless faces sti� 
challenges. deep tech projects typically require lengthy R&D 
cycles and large capital investment before they break into 
use. they are characterised by a high level of uncertainty and 
technical risk. when successful, however, they often create 
broad market acceptance and dual use applications.

For national security, much attention has been paid to AI 
enabled weapons an intelligent surveillance reconnaissance 
(ISR) systems. These comprise a natural growth area for deep 
tech innovations, and cover tactical platforms to major air, 
naval, surface and space armaments and technologies. 
internal security aspects in India are undergoing a rapid shift 
where many interventions for pre-mission and post event 
analysis are driven by Deep tech.

AI that involves advanced image analysis, language and a 
text-independent speaker identi�cation engine, facial 
recognition and text processing and entity recognition is 
being used by the law enforcement agencies to identify all 
types of terrorist and criminals. In India, AI has been used to 
digitise more than 90,000 criminal records and have helped 
solve over 100 criminal cases.

The facial recognition technology (FRT) has also immensely 
helped the LEAs. With the use of FRT one can identify a 
particular person with accounts for variables such as facial 
changes, age-gender handling and facial occlusion. The 
algorithms can conduct a deep-facial analysis within a 
millisecond with almost 95% accuracy. Another use of AI is 
real time surveillance of people.

This timely report by Anagh and his colleague provides a 
great insight into the changing paradigm. I congratulate 
them on this deeply enriching work.
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It’s all in the science of things! It stems from 
Research & Development (R&D). DeepTech 
harnesses a scientific discovery or 
breakthrough and it rebuilds everything down 
from the scratch. For DeepTech start-up’s, 
seeking product-market-fit is not about A/B 
testing features and phases. It means 
conducting iterative experiments with the 
technology and its application to real-world 
environments. It also includes navigating 
scientific fields and intellectual property that 
might drive the change. For this reason, 
DeepTech has longer gestation periods. 
Depending on the innovation, it can take 
months or decades before the technology is 

ready to be commercialized. 

The popularity of DeepTech start-up’s is not 
hidden among the investors either. In recent 
years, investment firms have been at the 
forefront in identifying and funding start-up’s 
specializing in Drones & Robotics, Agritech, 
Cybersecurity, and API-led companies 
 
About 97% of deep tech ventures contribute to 
at least one of the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). Owing to deep tech’s futuristic 
and practical nature at its core, its value to 
society is immeasurable. 

Deep tech fields like AI, advanced materials, 
blockchain, biotechnology, robotics, drones, 
photonics and quantum computing are moving 
more and more quickly from early research to 
market applications. In a sense, it’s a new 
industrial revolution, where new platform 
technologies and infrastructures make an 
enormous change to the ways we live and 
work.  If you think how much changed with the 
last wave of new platform technologies like 
the internet, mobile technologies, PCs and 
silicon chips, you begin to understand just how 

Much deep tech might advance broad 
industries, and solve or lessen world problems 
like global warming, disease, feeding a 
growing global population, and dealing with 
ageing populations.
Aspects like 3D-printing, DNA sequencing, 
and computer-aided design all mean the test 
and prototype stages are more accessible and 
quicker than ever before. So in a sense, the 
more these deep tech platforms advance, the 
broader the possibilities for them become, and 
the quicker they’ll get to market.

Energy and Utilities 

Agriculture 

Penetrating
Sectors 

National Security 

Life Sciences 

Aerospace 

Healthcare 
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DEEP TECH 
ECOSYSTEM IN 

INDIA 

The Space of Deep Tech  has been witnessing a flurry of activities, signalling the onset of what’s 
being loosely termed as the ‘second start-up revolution’. If the first was led by e-commerce and digital 
marketplaces, the second is being led by deep tech companies, even in sensitive sectors like defence 
and space .  
India had over 3,000 deep-tech start-ups, dabbling in new-age technologies like Artificial Intelligence, 
Machine Learning, Internet of Things, Big Data, quantum computing, robotics, etc., at the end of 2021. 
Despite pandemic blues, roughly 210 of these start-ups were born in 2021 alone, according to a new 
report by industry body NASSCOM 

 
Much in line with the mood of the start-up ecosystem last year, until the “funding winter” of 2022 came 
about, India’s deep tech start-ups raised $2.7 billion in venture capital across 319 deals in 2021, clocking 
a 1.6X growth over the year before. Top funded sectors were supply chain management (SCM) and 
logistics, healthtech, and BFSI, jointly accounting for 52 per cent of the total capital raised in the year 

India’s deep-tech ecosystem has grown 53 per cent in the last decade, and is now at par with that in 
developed economies like the US, China, Israel, and Europe. From drone delivery and cold chain 
management to climate action and clean energy, deep-tech start-ups are making their presence felt 
across sectors.  

 
They are also creating thousands of jobs in the new economy. “4,000 people are employed across 14 
potential deep-tech unicorns, and is expected to increase by 2X in headcount by 2026,” NASSCOM 
revealed. “Large deep-tech firms are also giving rise to second-generation entrepreneurs,” it added. 

As per NASSCOM estimates, India has 1,900+ AI start-ups, 570+ Big Data & Analytics start-ups, 560+ IoT 
start-ups, 240+ blockchain start-ups, 210+ augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR)  start-ups, 
150+ Web3 start-ups, and 50-60+ start-ups each in cybersecurity, robotics, drones, and 3D printing. 



The successful deep tech ventures usually have 4 complementary attributes – they are 
problem-oriented, they operate at the convergence of technologies,and they are at the centre of 
a deep ecosystem. 
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Prerequisites for
Deep Tech 

Problem Orientation 

Convergence of Technologies 

Deep Tech ventures target opportunities that are high impact by addressing 
complex fundamental issues. Rather than focusing on existing solutions, they 
focus on design thinking and utilise multiple new tech advances to solve 
problems. Problem orientation allows the venture to remain outcome-driven 
and develop an appropriate operating system while maintaining a coherent 
understanding between the multi-disciplinary parties engaged. 

About 90% of deep tech ventures use at least two technologies and more than 
66% use more than one advanced technology. This convergence drives 
innovation and broadens the scope of options at their disposal. 



Development Physical Products 

At the Centre of a Deep Ecosystem 

By focusing on developing physical products rather than on end user services, 
DeepTech Ventures bring the immense power of data and computation to the 
physical world, and make it tangible. About 83% of deep tech ventures are 
engaged in building a physical product. 

DeepTech ventures require the support of a number of parties at various stages 
– academic institutions for support in research, patient funds from Venture 
Capitalists, grants and additional institutional support from the government, 
expertise of entrepreneurs etc. 

In the DeepTech landscape, the collaborative efforts of governments, 
academia, venture capitalists, and big businesses are indispensable. Thus, a 
powerful ecosystem is fast taking shape to drive the development of these 
technologies. 
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India displays great potential for becoming 
a global leader in the DeepTech space. The 
recent developments in this arena signal that 
India is now at the cusp of the “second start-up 
revolution” which will be led by DeepTech – the 
first having been led by e-commerce and 
digital marketplaces. The OECD’s analysis of 

data from GitHub, the world’s leading 
cloud-sharing platform owned by Microsoft, 
shows that in 2020, India contributed about 
30% of all AI-related code to public 
repositories, double the US figure, thus 
becoming the leading nation in this regard 
(Swabey, 2021). This shows the immense 
depth of talent of its human capital, proving 
that therein lies India’s richest resource.  
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DeepTech Ecosystem 
in India, and

its Relevance 

India is the top contributor to public 
AI-related code repositories on GitHub 

Top 10 countries' contribution to all public AI projects (%) 
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As per the NASSCOM Report 2022, India has a 
vibrant DeepTech ecosystem with 3000+ 
DeepTech start-ups growing at 53% CAGR 
(Compound Annual Growth Rate) over the last ten 
years, with a 12% share in India’s renowned 
start-up ecosystem. CY 2021 emerged as a 
landmark year for Indian DeepTech start-ups with 
more than 210 DeepTech start-ups added and 
1.6X growth in equity investments as compared to 
2020, as more than USD 2.65 bn was raised in 
funding. A significant number of these, about 500, 
are inventive DeepTech start-ups, which are 
generally backed by fundamental research and 
develop new intellectual property involving 
scientific advances. 

A number of leading Indian institutions are also 
actively involved in nurturing a DeepTech start-up 
ecosystem in India. An example of that is The 
Foundation for Innovation and Technology 
Transfer (FITT) at IIT Delhi has incubated more 
than 60 deep-tech start-ups, playing varied roles 
like fostering technology development, enabling 
innovations and technopreneurship, business 
partnerships, consultancy, collaborative R&D, 
technology commercialization, development 
programs, corporate memberships, etc., with its 2 
innovation cells–TBIU and BBIF. IITM Incubation 
Cell, responsible for supporting and overseeing 
innovation through provision of infrastructure, and 
business support services at IIT-Madras, has 
incubated more than 240 DeepTech start-ups and 
facilitated the filing of 125+ patents.  

A critical argument in favour of increased 
investment into deep technologies is that of 
ensuring that India can keep pace with other 
nations pursuing such strategies, if not pioneer in 
the sector itself, and solidify the positive returns 
such technologies would have on society and the 

wider economic picture. Deep tech has the 
potential to offer numerous benefits to the 
spheres of national security, economic 
competitiveness, and overall quality of living. As 
such, the Indian government’s recent focus on 
promoting the sector is well-founded. 

In India, DeepTech is still in its fledgling stages but 
is fast gaining traction as a General-Purpose 
Technology (GPT) with its pervasiveness across 
multiple sectors–from social and behavioural 
sciences to aviation, maritime, and defence. 

As per discourse on innovation, innovative 
behaviour of individuals and institutions’ 
leadership must accompany the adoption of new 
technologies to ensure realisation of the expected 
return on investment (ROI). Thus, defence 
systems must adopt new business models that at 
once reflect and engage with the evolving wider 
economy and its ecosystem stakeholders to adapt 
to the increased pace of technological growth and 
adversaries. The need to instil capability to 
‘innovate/experiment for innovation’ is driving 
countries like the UK, USA, France, and Israel to 
increasingly focus on adoption of ‘dual use’ 
technologies, i.e., technologies that have 
balanced military/weapon and civilian/industrial 
applications, as the civilian economy outpaces the 
military in technological sophistication in key 
domains and in new ventures. 
 
The timeless quest for national competitive 
advantage has accelerated with globalization. 
During the Cold War, the United States and the 
U.S.S.R. fought an ideological and a military race, 
but never one over consumer products: No 
American was interested in buying a Soviet 
toaster. 
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Now, the lines are blurred; countries are 
fighting across their entire economies and 
every domain of warfare for advantage. 
Technological supremacy in consumer and 
enterprise products feeds directly into the 
great power race for air, land, sea, space and 
cyber. 

Startup founders and engineers are 
increasingly recognizing their role in this fight, 
as well. These people are not jingoists, but 
they do want to support liberal democracy and 
make sure people on the frontlines have the 
best tools to do their jobs. 

For engineers diving into defense tech, the 
challenges and opportunities in every domain 
are extensive. In the air, China is believed to 
have successfully tested a hypersonic 
missile — a technology that the United States 
is considered years away from obtaining based 
on intelligence estimates. Given the speed of 
its travel and the inability of sensors to detect 
it, a hypersonic missile would render much of 
America’s current air defense systems 
ineffective. 

 We’re also seeing the emergence of an entirely 
new air threat: Swarms of cheap and violent 
drones that can be deployed rapidly with nary 
a human operator in sight. U.S. general Frank 
McKenzie recently dubbed these “Costco 
drones” after the warehouse retailer, and we’re 
likely to see countries with tiny defense 
budgets capable of overwhelming 
well-equipped U.S. forces. 

Similarly at sea, we’re seeing a shift from large 
and expensive aircraft carriers manned by 
thousands of sailors to small, cheap, and 
autonomous vessels. Governments (or 
non-state actors) can now disrupt critical sea 
trade lanes in ways that are very difficult to 
defend against. Meanwhile, beneath the 
waters, there is a growing capability for 
adversaries to tap into and disrupt undersea 
internet cables that carry a growing bulk of the 
global economy. 

In space, Russia and many other countries 
have tested capabilities to  destroy individual 
satellites . Such an attack could annihilate GPS 
and global communications (and the 

commerce, transportation, and logistics that 
depends on them), as well as potentially render 
much of near-earth space unusable for 
satellites due to the resulting debris. These 
weapons are hard to detect and even harder to 
stop with existing defense technologies.

Finally, in the cyber domain, despite tens of 
billions of dollars flooding into the 
cybersecurity sector over the past decade, 
companies and governments remain 
extraordinarily vulnerable to ransom and 
espionage with large-scale denial of service 
and information exfiltration initiatives. A year 
after the gargantuan SolarWinds hack, we are 
no closer to preventing or defending against 
state-directed cyber warfare. 

All of these problems across all of these 
domains remain wide open, and India has a lot 
to lose — economically, politically and militarily 
— if it fails to confront them. 
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In today’s defense world, we have met the enemy 
and he is ourselves: startups are immediately 
stymied by the antiquated procurement systems 
existent in India . We need to immediately get 
around this bureaucracy and uncomfortably 
displace the very comfortable, entitled and 
entrenched monopolies and oligopolies who don’t 
have the best technologies but do have the best 
lobbyists. We’ve got to get the big “primes” — as 
the country’s leading defense contractors are 
known — out of the way. We would never send our 
once-great but now trailing, slow-moving, least 
competitive athletes to represent India in fierce 
competition in the Olympics. It would make us sure 
losers. So why are we sitting idly, allowing this to 
happen in the critical arena of defense? 

The MoD and slowly the MHA  has put in place a 
variety of programs to bring on board startups. 
These programs are well-intentioned, but they 
miss the point: The South Block  must throw out its 
procurement playbook and rebuild its defenses for 
the weapons our enemies actually use today. We 
live in a world where an F-35 Joint Strike 
Fighter, which costs upwards of $100 million per 
unit or more, can be outmaneuvered by “Costco 
drones.” Conventional long-time defense 
superiority has led countries to innovate 
asymmetrically — and now they are pulling ahead. 

The good news is that competing asymmetrically 
is precisely what startup founders do every day. 

Their scrappy ambitions and scarce resources 
means they repeatedly do more with less. They go 
up against entrenched incumbents, identify their 
weaknesses, and exploit them relentlessly to 
create competitive advantage. We have the 
technology and increasingly the know-how and 
the people ready to bolster India’s defense. Now 
we just need the  South Block to start demanding 
more of itself, and to be willing to award large 
contracts to the most competitively advantaged 
emerging Indian startups. 

While change at the top is paramount, beyond 
India, there is an opportunity to help liberal 
democracies globally with their defenses as well. 
Streamlining defense standards for 
next-generation technologies wouldn’t help just 
the India , but many of our allies as well. 

India today faces the greatest challenge to our 
competitive advantages in recent memory, with 
advantages eroding across all domains of warfare 
and in many economic sectors. Adversaries are 
poking ever more aggressively for weaknesses to 
exacerbate and exploit. But at its heart, India’s 
values and influence still offers us immense soft 
power: an openness to new ideas, to new people, 
and to new opportunities. Defending our open 
values against the encroaching authoritarianism of 
antagonists like that of China isn’t optional.  
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International
Partnership 

India and Israel, keen on exploring 
innovative solutions, have already taken 
measures to promote the development of deep 
tech through the implementation of 
multi-national collaboration. In November of 
2021, the Defence Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO) of India and the 
Directorate of Defence Research and 
Development of Israel, signed a bilateral 
Innovation Agreement for development of dual 
use technologies (Press Information Bureau, 
2021). With the goal of accelerating the 
development of innovative deep technologies, 
by supporting start-ups and MSMEs, both 
organisations hope for the technologies 
developed to have defence and civilian roles. 
As per the statement released, both parties 
will explore opportunities for R&D in the fields 
of “Drones, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, 
Quantum technology, Photonics, Biosensing, 
Brain-Machine Interface, Energy Storage, 

Wearable Devices, Natural Language 
Processing, etc.”. With its wide remit, the 
collaboration hopes to enrich the economies of 
both nations and allow both nations to 
embrace the best that deep tech has to offer. 

 

The collaboration between India and Israel 
doesn’t end there, with the India Israel Deep 
Tech Summit, held in March 2022, acting as a 
natural evolution of the mutual desires of both 
nations to collaborate upon the topic of deep 
tech. Featuring industry leaders, executives, 
academics, and government representatives, 
the summit highlighted the key synergies 
between the nations in terms of collaboration 
in the deep tech space. 
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DeepTech and
National Security

National Security challenges are dynamic in 
nature and have been constantly evolving over the 
years. From Terrorism to insurgency at the macro 
level to subterranean infiltration and usage of 
drones for nefarious purposes at the tactical level 
, the spectrum is large . With limited manpower , 
considerations of cost etc. , Technology especially 
deep-tech offers solutions to counter them with 
much efficiency and prowess. Innovative 
development and deployment of deep tech can tip 
the balance of power.  

It has been argued that businesses prosper when 
governments sleep. But this may not hold true for 
deep tech start-up’s in sensitive sectors.  
 
Innovation is a strategic function that cannot exist 
in isolation from broader public sector 
governance. For innovative practice to be 
successful, it must be integrated across existing 
functions and mechanisms of government – be it 
regulatory policy, budgeting, audit, digitalisation 
or human resource management. Such elements 
can enabler, hinder or influence the way 
innovation takes shape as well as the capacity for 
governments to innovate. Governments need to 
move away from viewing innovation as a sporadic 
activity and instead treat innovation as a strategic 
and explicit approach, to be systemically 
embedded it into the very foundations of the 
public sector system. 

 Globally, we are observing increased government 
interest in funding, supporting, and promoting 
self-reliance in sectors critical to national security 
like semiconductors, space infrastructure, 5G and 

defence. For example, the US government actively 
promotes investments, hands out grants and 
contracts to companies such as SpaceX, 
BlueOrigin etc. They also recently announced a 
$150 billion funding programme dedicated to 
semiconductors and chip manufacturing. 
Similarly, deep tech funding programmes like 
Israel’s venture capital fund and UK’s Catapult 
programmes have also demonstrated that initial 
government support is critical for start-up’s in this 
space. Likewise, iDEX in India is playing the role in 
facilitating the development of new businesses in 
national security-linked sectors in which 
governments could be the sole buyers.  

The Indian government’s recognition of the 
indispensable role DeepTech is poised to play in as 
sensitive a sphere as national security is 
witnessed in a statement made in 2020 by India’s 
former Chief of Army Staff (COAS), MM Naravane: 
“The battle winning factor in future combat may 
not be numerical equivalence but technological 
superiority...technological capacities in enabling 
domains like AI (artificial intelligence) and cyber 
will decisively tip the military balance.” 

Space, cyber, electronic warfare technologies, 
and AI from the DeepTech landscape have the 
potential to improve the performance and 
efficiency of tanks, artillery guns, aircrafts, etc., 
while augmenting precision in decision-making for 
military commanders and enhancing coordination 
and sensor to shooter capabilities, thus helping 
track, identify, and annihilate the targets.  
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Network Centric Operations (NCO) is a term 
that refers to a form of information-based 
warfare, wherein computers and 
communication network technologies are 
made use of for shared information about the 
battlespace across entities separated by 
geographical distance and for command and 
control. It is a force-multiplier which has the 
potential to act as a game-changer in battle. 
DeepTech is thus vital to NCO as space, cyber, 
electronic and AI technologies assist in the 
achievement of the objectives of war by 
bolstering synchronicity amongst the different 
tactical units. Augmented reality (AR)/Virtual 
Reality (VR), Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial 
Intelligence, etc., have wide-scale potential 
applicability in a number of areas within the 
defence sector, ranging from simulation and 
training activities and automation to edge 
applications and vehicle to everything (V2X 
Communication), with applications like smart 
border control and automated patrolling. 
These technologies can potentially create 
solutions that will allow resolution of scenarios 
in real time as never before. 

 

Deep tech and AI-driven technologies may 
offer solutions to a variety of concerns from a 
national security perspective. These 

technologies may do so by assisting numerous 
agencies, from the local to the national level, in 
combating threats in the face of a changing 
landscape. 
 
Many countries consider national security to 
be considered a top priority investment; By 
ensuring that a country is safe, Startup’s are 
also ensuring that it can continue to prosper 
and thrive, having a positive impact on 
economic growth and job creation overall. 
National security protects citizens from 
external threats, helps to preserve territorial 
integrity, and contributes to economic stability 
by deterring aggression and ensuring access 
to vital resources. The future of national 
security deep tech investing will increasingly 
focus on technological advancements and 
cyber security investments in order to protect 
infrastructure and safeguard against potential 
threats. As the global political landscape 
continues to evolve, nations will need to be 
ever-vigilant in order to identify and respond to 
new and emerging security risks. 
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iDEX – MoD’s Scheme for DeepTech R&D  

Technology Development Fund

This scheme was intended to create  an ecosystem for promoting self-reliance 
by building indigenous state-of-the-art systems for defence applicationThe 
Scheme aims to provide a major fillip to the defence manufacturing sector by 
encouraging the industry to innovate on defence technologies, in order to place 
India on the self-reliance trajectory. In addition to providing the grants-in-aid 
for the development of indigenous technology, the Scheme also provides the 
industry with the various benefits including sales benefit , joint IPR ownership 
with DRDO , export opportunities etc.

In order to spur the development of deep tech for the purpose of defence, the 
Innovation for Defence Excellence (iDEX) initiative was concocted by the 
Defence ministry. Under this, the ministry provides grants, support to 
incubators, and evaluation services, aimed at promoting the design and 
development of indigenous solutions to security concerns. 

The scheme aims to provide support to 300 MSMEs and 20 incubators over five 
years, from 2020-21 to 2025-26. To facilitate such support, the framework has 
planned a budget of Rs. 5 billion, or about US$62 million (Defence Innovation 
Organisation, 2021). 

iDEX has also hosted the “Defence India Startup Competition” on an annual 
basis, to promote development. The competition offers grants and financial 
assistance to successful competitors, with innovations such as the use of 
sensors in body armour, projects pertaining to remotely piloted airborne 
vehicles, counter-drone technology, autonomous marine drones, augmented 
reality-based solutions for technical training, and many more. 
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VC Trends in the 
Deep Tech Ecosystem 

The financing of private sector research and 
development in the deep tech space is 
generally undertaken by venture capital firms 
with high-risk tolerances but is also associated 
with a high cost of equity due to the 
uncertainty of a profitable outcome. 

Given that deep tech firms seeking financial 
capital are essentially start-ups with little to no 
pre-existing capital or assets to offer as 
collateral, debt capital remains relatively 
inaccessible to these firms. As such, the role of 
venture capital proves to be sacrosanct to the 
development of deep technologies. 

Within India a trend of positive growth has 
been observed in the VC space, a reason to be 
optimistic. This is signified by the total volume 
of VC deals in India being at US$38.5 billion in 
2021. Furthermore, the number of interested 

parties in the Indian start-up space has led to a 
rise in the number of VCs in the nation, from 
516 in 2020 to over 660 in 2021 (Sheth et al., 
2022). 

According to market observers and 
participants, a large part of the reason for this 
growth is the increased availability of VC 
funding has been simultaneous improvements 
in India, and economic regression in China. As 
such, the number of new ‘unicorns’, start-ups 
with a valuation in excess of US$ 1 billion, in 
the year 2021 was 44, greater than the 42 new 
Chinese unicorns in the same year (Sheth et 
al., 2022). 

Within the Deep Tech ecosystem, this positive 
trend has also been observed, with the volume 
of funding to start-ups doubling in 2021 to 
about US$1.4 billion.  
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Challenges  

Funding and Capital Challenges  

Time and Scale Challenges  

Though the size of VC funding has grown, 
many challenges may exist for venture 
capitalists within India, but the most notable 
obstacle which raises requirements and 
reduces funding is inadequate systems of 
trust and an inability for firms to analytically 
and empirically value the technology a firm 
may have to offer. Furthermore, these firms 
require a large amount of initial investment 

for the purpose of procuring capital as 
needed by their technologically driven R&D 
processes. As such, the high initial outlay 
poses an obstacle for hopeful technologies. 
Furthermore, 60% of deep tech start-ups 
believe that investors with an understanding 
of deep tech are the most vital requirements 
for funding (NASSCOM, 2022).   

The time taken for firms to achieve a 
suitable and commercially viable scale of 
production and acceptance in the market 
may reduce the incentives for 
entrepreneurs and also limit potential 
sources of funding. A survey of deep tech 
start-ups found that 60% of respondents 
believe that “patient capital”, or simply 
stated as long-term investment horizons, 
are essential to funding (NASSCOM, 2022). 

Policymakers and investors mostly focus on 
bringing more people to become 
entrepreneurs, but there is not much 
support for scaling their businesses. 
Start-ups require a lot of time to reach 
market-ready maturity and a significant 
amount of capital to develop and scale. It is 
crucial for large corporates and established 
entrepreneurs should step in to provide 
capital, mentorship, and guidance to 

promising start-ups. It is no longer enough 
to be front-runner in just the IT sector, we 
must find its place in the global race to 
achieve tech leadership. 

Capital was scarce in the past but now 
entrepreneurs have access to it as well. 
Internet which was supposed to be without 
boundaries is slowly moving towards 
becoming pockets of sovereign 
cyberspace. Data is being traded and used 
to compete against each other like other 
commodities in the past. 

The world is becoming a lot more open 
stack and we can expect more 
opportunities even as more competition 
shows up. Indian start-ups have an 
opportunity in the form of developing trust 
with consumers and clients amid the 
growing data nationalism.   
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Adoption Challenges   

Legal and Cultural Questions   

TUnlike traditional ventures, deep 
technologies are often developed prior to a 
clear understanding of the end market for 
the product. As such, an intrinsic uncertainty 

is associated with such ventures and 
traditional financing metrics may not be 
utilised due to the lack of cash flow for an 
indeterminate period.    

Given that the firms in question undertake 
the process of revolutionising industries and 
may have wide-scale implications, fear of 
certain legal questions arising and the 
potential of future obstacles to the use of 
the technology may further disincentivise 

entrepreneurs and VCs from engaging with 
the sector. On top of this, the possibility of 
cultural norms or requirements being an 
obstacle may prevent development in the 
industry.  

Human Capital   

Given the growing requirement for human 
capital from the wider tech sector, and a 
shortage of qualified employees on the 
market, deep tech firms have faced 
substantial challenges in sourcing suitable 
individuals. Over 55% of deep tech 
start-ups have found difficulties in sourcing 
employees, according to a recent survey 
(NASSCOM, 2022).  

Indian deep tech companies will help secure 
the country’s data sovereignty. Giant global 
companies such as Facebook and 
WhatsApp have also faced challenges such 
as data breach and online attacks. 

From the massive data breach at Facebook 

to the online attack using spyware Pegasus 
that allowed hackers to get access to 
communication on WhatsApp, there are 
many examples of how data can be 
misused. 
Countries around the world are finding ways 
to secure citizens against such data theft. 
Indian authorities are also trying to address 
this concern by bringing in data localisation 
laws that force multinational financial 
companies to keep data related to Indian 
users within the country. 

While the efficacy of such laws is yet to be 
proven, creating an environment that 
enables Indian deep tech companies to 
flourish can help in addressing this concern. 
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Source: World Bank, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.    

International 
Case Studies   

After 1961, the promotion of an 
export-oriented economy encouraged firms to 
engage in heavy industries such as steelworks. 
This proved to be an effective economic policy, 
raising South Korea from a low income to a 
middle-income economy. However, by the 
early 1980s it was clear that large 
conglomerates in the new and fast-growing 
tech sector were emerging, increasing the 
need for R&D in newer technologies. 

To address this need, the “Korea Technology 
Finance Corporation” (KOTEC) was founded in 
1989 as a state-owned, non-profit, source of 

credit guarantees scheme for South Korean 
firms in technologically driven sectors, aimed 
at raising their access to capital and spurring 
innovation. The credit guarantees provided by 
the institution are based on appraisals for the 
technology or solution the firm offers. 

The extent of the scheme is immense, with the 
aggregate value of R&D guarantees provided 
by the firm standing at approximately US$4.8 
billion (KOTEC, 2019). As per the World Bank, 
South Korea has also become one of the most 
R&D intensive nations when seen as a 
percentage of GDP. 

South Korea – The Use of IP for Credit Guarantees   
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Along with the scheme, the South Korean 
economy has reinvented itself as a hub for 
technology and innovation, pushing it into the 
category of a highly developed economy as per 

the IMF. As such, for the next wave of 
technological innovation, governments may utilise 
such programmes to assist firms financially and 
facilitate the development of deep technologies.

Within Israel, the nature of combat and the role of 
the armed services has been in flux since the Yom 
Kippur War in 1973. Direct confrontation is less 
likely and enemies are more likely to utilise covert 
tactics, making it tougher for humans and 
conventional technologies to detect threats, 
which are often in smaller, well-hidden groups. 

To counter this shift in the nature of conflict itself, 
the Israeli firm Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, 
has utilised deep tech and AI to identify targets 
automatically. The firm’s automatic target 
recognition (ATR) system has been installed on 

Israeli precision-guided bombs, enabling 
increased capabilities for targeted strikes. 

Rafael aims to expand the role of this AI-driven 
technology to ground combat, enabling ground 
forces to better coordinate action with aerial 
forces. Troops would be able to see this 
information in the sights of “smart weapons”, 
potentially using augmented reality technology to 
better bridge the disconnect in Intelligence. Given 
the urban nature of combat, this seamlessness 
may allow for greater security and minimise 
casualties. 

Israel – The Use of AI on the Battlefield    
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Domestic 
Case Study    

The implications of the use of deep tech are 
widespread, and new solutions may hold immense 
benefits for the security of the nation. One such 
practical case has already been demonstrated by 
the Indian Border Security Forces’ (BSF) adoption 
of new monitoring techniques. Along with 
challenging issues being faced tactically at the 
border , the BSF has started engaging Deep Tech 
Indian Innovations to formulate responses posed 
by adversaries. The engagement with the AGNIi 
Mission and its Open Innovation Challenge named 
BHUMI is a testimony on it.

Border Security 

A variety of applications exist for deep technology in 
the field of policing. Automation in police vehicles, 
for instance, automatic license plate readers, may 
use AI to increase the effectiveness of internal 

security forces. Forecasting technology based on AI 
may also be able to predict time periods and areas in 
a city which may be more susceptible to crime, 
allowing police forces to allocate resources in a more 
efficient manner and improve public safety. 
Biometric and facial recognition data could also be 
used to help law enforcement agencies to identify 
and track suspects faster. All-in-all, these are only 
some of the applications for deep tech in the future 
of policing, but given the nature of the subject 
matter, the next great innovation in the field may be 
entirely unknown in the present, allowing for exciting 
opportunities and efficiencies to be discovered. 
Delhi Police in its Open Innovation Challenge in 
partnership with AGNIi Mission explored how 
start-up’s could explore the field of law enforcement 
with their solutions enabling better policing tools for 
its personnel and improve basic policing in the city 
underpinned by emerging technologies. 

Policing  



Technological innovation is bringing digital 
solutions to sectors that have previously 
lacked access to technology, including the 
non-profit community. The rapid pace of this 
change suggests that one of technology’s 
most meaningful benefits for society may lie in 
the humanitarian sector, which must reach 
large numbers of people, in remote and 
dangerous locations, to provide critical 
resources fast and efficiently. 

From aerial robotics to big data analytics, 
technology presents the opportunity to 
expedite and magnify the impact of 
humanitarian relief efforts through greater 
efficiency and responsiveness; reaching more 
people, sooner, more cost-effectively, and 
saving more lives. NDRF the premier agency in 
India tasked with Disaster Response in its 
partnership with AGNIi Mission of the Office of 
PSA to GOI housed at Invest India is exploring 

how emerging and deep tech can play a part in 
its modernisation and upgrade along with 
improving disaster response as a concerted 
effort .  

Disaster Response 
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The future of deep technology holds a bright vision for various applications, but the realisation of 
such possibilities requires several measures.

Government ministries and agencies must continue to facilitate the progression of the industry by 
maintaining and expanding grants, schemes, and other forms of assistance. Legislators and relevant 
regulators should take proactive measures at establishing legal frameworks for key new technologies.  

Venture capital sourced domestically and from overseas should be in the form of “patient capital”, in order 
for firms to maintain long-term horizons for R&D. As per a survey of deep tech start-ups, greater than 
60% of firms stated that “patient capital” was the most important factor for financing (NASSCOM, 2022).  

Today, India is uniquely positioned to accelerate its role as a leader in the deep tech space. We have one 
of the world’s best innovation engines. However, its ecosystem remains fragmented, and deep tech 
funding anemic at certain funding stages, with opportunities falling by the wayside due to a lack of clear 
route from research and development to scaling and growth. Deep tech requires a united front to provide 
unparalleled resources to the leaders of tomorrow. It’s our hope that this paper will lay the foundation for 
this transformational change along with the various institutions mandated to propel the development and 
scaling of Deep Tech   

The future 
course of action    
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RECOMMENDATIONS :  
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Standardisation : International standards in technologies are guidelines for developing specific 
regulations that are needed to be adhered to when developing, deploying and using technologies. They 
form a part of a global governance framework that helps in development of agreed upon norms and 
procedures. Standardization in critical technology involves regulation has become a site of interstate 
competition. A technical standard serves as a means of governance of a wide range of technologies and 
its applications. These technology standards help in interoperability of technology, international trade, 
economic growth, addressing safety concerns and maintaining quality.

Evidence suggests that standards play an important role in enabling innovation by providing information 
or creating incentives to innovate.Standards also play a crucial role in de-risking investment, 
accelerating adoption of technologies, and commercialisation.

Financing Deep Tech Ventures: India needs to break the chicken and egg problem of financing and 
procurement related to Deep tech. The long gestation period and the huge capital outlays need to be 
catered to by the Indian Government with partnership with the private sector. The valley of death for 
startups needs to be navigated with funding from the Indian government in critical areas of deep tech. 
Models to explore this kind of funding need to be worked upon by Strategic agencies of the government 
and tactically CSR funds, HNI inflow could be redirected towards Deep Tech startup’s recognized by the 
GOI. 

Procurement & Co- Development: The General Financial Rules of the Dept. of Expenditure need to be 
explored to set up joint funding mechanisms in critical sector identified by the government to adopt and 
develop tech solutions for the most critical challenges facing the nation. Multiple initiatives inside the 
Government have been launched which are technically in silo that needs to be broken and unifying 
approach needs to be evolved to see better output from the sector. 

Public procurement spending as a percentage of GDP in India is estimated between 20% to 22%. For a 
size of Indian economy at USD 2.7 trillion, this amounts to public procurement to the tune of USD 500 
billion annually. The government needs to ensure fair playing field for procurement and contract design 
needs to have a relook . By engaging deep tech start-ups and providing them with procurement related 
support, the government can help drive innovation, create jobs, and stimulate economic growth, and 
create a more dynamic and competitive marketplace for goods and services 

Scaling support: This is a critical element in ensuring that competitiveness, standards and quality of the 
output from the deep tech ecosystem is maintained. From mentoring, to manufacturing support and 
ensuring design capabilities are enhanced over long run need to be ensured via a dedicated agency 
overlooking this ecosystem.

Creating open access platforms for Deep Tech startup's to avail services of Public R&D labs and other 
services including infrastructure like centre's of excellence remain paramount and need attention 

Investments in specialist funds and venture capital investments in R&D-intensive firms will help the 
Indian DeepTech ecosystem flourish. Investments in specialist funds and venture capital investments in 
R&D-intensive firms will help the Indian DeepTech ecosystem flourish
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